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UM PUBLICATION PROMOTES PLAN FOR HEALTHY FORESTS 
MISSOULA -
A comprehensive forest restoration/fuel-reduction program could substantially improve 
ecological conditions and reduce fire hazard on 6.4 million acres of Montana’s lower-elevation 
forests, and provide economic benefits that exceed hazard-reduction costs, according to an 
article in the latest issue of Montana Business Quarterly.
The treatment program differs fundamentally from current proposals that call for the 
removal of only small trees, report the authors of "Wildfire in Montana: Potential Hazard 
Reduction and Economic Effects of a Strategic Treatment Program." Authors Charles E. 
Keegan III, Carl E. Fiedler and Todd A. Morgan are researchers with The University of 
Montana Bureau of Business and Economic Research and the School of Forestry. The Montana 
Business Quarterly is published by BBER.
Developed by the authors after a lengthy statewide analysis, the treatment program is 
aimed at creating stand conditions similar to those that were common in fire-adapted forests 
prior to fire exclusion and high-grade logging. Under this program, trees that contribute to the 
desired large-tree-dominated stand of the future are reserved; those that do not are removed, 
and the associated slash is burned or moved off-site to reduce the surface fuel hazard. The 
resulting forest stand is composed of mostly larger trees, although some trees of all diameters 
are retained, the article said.
"Because some of the trees removed have commercial value, the comprehensive 
prescription would yield an expected net revenue averaging $600 per acre treated when
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averaged across all 6.4 million acres with potential for treatment," said Keegan. "The range of 
revenues was substantial, with some stands costing more than $1,000 per acre to treat and 
others yielding positive net revenues of more than $2,000 per acre."
To illustrate potential economic impacts, the authors assumed that just 1 percent of the 
6.4 million acres were treated (64,000 acres) annually. "Under the 1 percent scenario, 97 
million cubic feet of timber would be generated each year as a byproduct of hazard reduction 
and could be expected to increase employment by 3,000 workers, boost labor income by $90 
million and provide forest landowners with an additional $40 million in revenue annually," 
Keegan said.
Fiedler adds, "The economic benefits are a desirable byproduct, but the key feature of 
these treatments is that they improve declining forest conditions and significantly reduce crown 
fire hazard compared to treatments that focus on removing only small trees."
Other articles in the Montana Business Quarterly include "Impacts of the 2000 
Wildfires on Forest Industry Employment," "Montana’s Gambling Industry: An Update," 
"Electric Power Generation and Management: Alternative Energy Technologies, Energy 
Efficiency and Demand Management" and "Survey Research: Polling the Public Helps the 
Bureau Monitor Montana’s Economy."
For more information about Montana Business Quarterly or to subscribe, call (406) 
243-5113 or visit www.bber.umt.edu.
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